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$4.87M  FOR RESEARCH  IN  '85
Monash  researchers wi]]  receive  a total  of $4,876,158  next year from  the  two  major funding sources,  the Australian

Research Grants Scheme and the National Health and Medical Research Council.

The ARCS allocation represents only a tiny increase
in  Monash's  share  of  the  national  funds,  while  the
NH&MRC grants to the University have been cut by I.8
Per Cent.

Here is how the money will be divided:
Australian Research Grants Scheme

Monash's ARGS grants for 1985 will total Sl ,887,874
compared with Sl,758,40l  this year.  This is a 7.36 per
cent  increase,   but  it  reflects  only  an  0.07  per  cent
increase  in  Monash's  share  of the  national  allocation
($23,880,000) from 7.84 per cent in 1984 to 7.91 per cent
in  1985.

It also reflects a setback in overall funding which saw
the ARGS with only $23.8 million to allocate to $65.8
million worth of applications.  Only slightly more than
half  the  2310  applicants  were  successful,  though  the
ARGS  committee,  for the  first time,  made 256  "nil"
grants to  recognise the worth  of the  most excellent  of
the unfunded projects.

Funds for new projects at Monash were severely cut:
23 new projects at a cost of $461,622 account for 24.45
per  cent  of  the  Monash  share  in  1985,  while  41  new
projects funded at a cost of $527,511 were 30 per cent of
the Monash share in  1984.

The number of continuing projects has increased with
Sl,426,252  being  allocated  for  81   projects  compared
with Sl,230,890 for 68 renewals in  1984

The  faculty  carve-up  is  as  follows:  Arts  (one  new
project,    10    continuing)    S147,715;    Economics    and
Politics   (three   continuing)   $36,550;   Education   (one
new)  Sl I,OcO;  Engineering .(four  new,12  continuing)
$305,751;  Law (one new) $20,5cO; Medicine (four new,
12     continuing)     $291,407;     Science    (12     new,     44
continuing) S I,074,951.

A    further    35    applications    from    Monash    were
classified as being "Gold Stamp" quality and worthy of
support if sufficient funds had been available, while 16
further  applications  were  given  "nil"  status  meaning
the committee had been unable to recommend funding
although the respective projects were well reviewed.

The    Vice-Chancellor,    Professor    Martin,    today
expressed his disappointment at the continuing decline
in government support for basic research.

` `Monash is justifiably proud of its record of self-help

in   the   funding   of   its   research   programs,   but   an
immediate   and   substantial   increase   in   the   level   of
government funding is of crucial importance if we are to
maintain our standards and impetus,"  he said.

"Along    with    other    universities    and    research

institutions, Monash had been led to believe that under
the new government the slide in research support would
be  reversed.  This  has  not  happened,  and  the  research
community feels badly let down. "

ARCS Program Grants have been awarded to:
Professor M.A.J. Wi]Iiams,who will be taking up his

appointment   as   Chairman   of   the   Department   of
Geography  in  January  1985,  for  research  into  ``Late
Cainozoic    Environments:    5    million    years    ago    to

present''.   The   current   estimate   of  funding   for   the
project is $384,OcO, with $64,000 being allocated for use
in  1985.

Professor R.H. Day, Acting Dean, Faculty of Science
and  Professor  of  Psychology,  together  with  Dr  B.E.
MCKenzie,  La  Trobe  University  -  a  six  year  program
grant   for  research  on   "The  Development  of  Space
Perception".
National Health and Medical Research Council

The    University's    total    allocation    for    1985    is
$2,315,214 compared with $2,357,903  in  1984.

As with ARCS, the applications hit hardest were the
ones  for  new  projects,  with  only  22  being  supported
next  year  compared  with  the  31  funded  this  year  at  a
cost of Sl,106,953

The  following  is  a  departmental  breakdown  of the
awards  for  1985:

Medicine
Anatomy
Biochemistry
C.E.H.D
Ctr.  for Molecular Biology & Med.
Medicine
Microbiology
Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Pathology & Immunology
Pharmacology
Physiology
Psychological Medicine
Surgery

SCIENCE
Genetics
Physics
Psychology
Zoology

Amount
155,457

202,533

251,836

95.427
358,483

372,912

103,326

28,351

loo,444
454,440

51,455

28,964

2,203,628

25,025
28,763
27,662
30,136

111,586

NH&MRC Program Grants have been awarded to:
Professor B.G. Firkin,  Department of Medicine,  for

research   into   the    "Role   of   Blood   Platelets   and
Coagulation  Factors  in  Normal  Haemostosis  and  in
Disease". This grant is expected to run until the end of
1989 with an estimated expenditure of Sl,192,277.  The
amount allocated for use in  1985  is $230,814.

Professor G.D. Thorburn, Chairman, Department of
Physiology, (renewal of 1981  Program Grant) for work
on    "Foetal    growth,    functional    development    and
parturition".   The  renewal  will  provide  an  estimated
budget  of  Sl,977,292  over  the  next  five  years,  with
$378,256 being allocated for  1985.

Professor D.M.  de  Kretser,  Chairman,  Department
of   Anatomy,    as    Chief   Investigator   jointly    with
Professor  H.J.  Burger and  Dr  J.K.  Findlay of Prince
Henry's  Hospital,   has  received  a  program  grant  of
$455,540  for   1985.   The  program  will  continue  until
1989. I



MARINE SCIENCES GRANTS
Monash next year will receive a total of $86,642 under the

Marine    Science    and    Technologies    Grants    Scheme,
administered by the Queen's Fellowships and Marine Research
Allocations Advisory committee.

The  Monash  share,  which  is  2.2  per  cent  of the  national
allocation, will fund three projects: one in the department of
Mechanical Engineering concerned with oceanographic work
ill Bass Strait at a cost of $27,600; one in Zoology on Antarctic
krill   ($39,882),    and   one   in      Botany       on   growth   and
reproduction of kelp (319,160).

PROTEST CALL TO ACADENICS
The Aust,ralian Academy of Science has urged all Australian

academies io protest at the level of research funding.
In a letter to the chairmen of all university departments in

the country, the Academy's Secretary (Physical Sciences), Dr
Bob Crompton, and Secretary (Biological Sciences), Professor
Bruce Holloway,  say:

` `The Officers of the Academy of Science met with Mr Barry

Jones,  Minister for Science and Technology,  on 5 November
to discuss the effects of the recent budget on research funding,
particularly ARGS  funding.  We  believe that  the  protests  of
scientists on the reductions in funding have been effective and
that there  is  every possibility that the Government might be
reconsidering its attitude on this matter. What is now needed is
for as many scientists as possible to write individually to the
following: the Prime Minister, the Treasurer (the Hon. Mr P.
Keating) or the Minister for Finance (the Hon. Mr J. Dawkins)
- all at Parliament House, Canberra, ACT 2600 - protesting at
the   level   of  ARGS   funding,   career   structures   in   science,
postdoctoral   fellowships   or   any   other   topic   that   could
persuade  the  Government  to  change  its  current  views.  The
number of letters is important, as is the urgency of this issue.

"We are w`riting to ask you to urge every member of your

department to write a letter to one or all of the above within
the next few days to convince the Government of the concern
of scientists on this funding issue."

MOVE T0 MARKET IVF KNOW-HOW
Monash    Council    is    examining    a    proposal    for    the

establishment  of  a  company  to  market  the  techniques  and
technologies pioneered by the University's in vitro fertilisation
team at Queen Victoria Medical Centre and Epworth Hospital.

Council was told this week that such a development would
enable the University to capitalise on the leading position that
the Monash team now holds in the world. It would make IVF
available  to  the  greatest  number  of people  requiring  it,  and
would  assure  a  substantial  cash  flow  to  the  University  for
research and development in the department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology.

The   proposal   also   envisages   that   the   company   would
establish  and  operate  IVF  clinics  in  the  United  States  to
provide basic in vitro fertilisation services-that is, IVF using
husband/wife sperm/eggs.

Explaining the background to the proposal, the chairman of
the  Finance  Committee,  Sir  James  MCNeill,  assured  Council
that the Monash IVF team's freedom to publish their research
results would in no way be inhibited.  Nor would there be any
barrier to the normal exchange of information with colleagues
in other institutions.

The   code   ethics   to   be   observed   in   the   United   States
establishments would conform with Victorian legislation  and
the requirements of the Victorian hospitals' ethics committees.

Council   asked   the   Vice-Chancellor   to   confer   with   the
Finance Committee with a view to bringing a detailed proposal
to its next meeting in December.  It has also asked for a paper
from the Centre for Human Bioethics dealing with the ethical
issues  involved  in the proposal.

THREE APPOINTED EMERITUS PROFESSOR
Council has approved the appointment of three professors

who retire at the end of this year as Emeritus Professors.
They  are  Professor  Rufus  Davis  (Politics),  Professor  Sir

Edward   ("Bill")   Hughes   (Surgery),   and   Professor   Richie
Nairn (Pathology and Immunology).

The  Vice-Chancellor,  Professor  Martin,  said  that  all  three
had  made  distinguished  contributions  to  the  work  of  the
University.

Professor   Davis   was   appointed   founding   Professor   of
Politics   on   January   I,    1962,   and   Professor   Nairn   was
appointed  founding  Professor  of  Pathology  on  January  8,
1963.

Sir Edward Hughes was appointed to the Chair of Surgery
at the Alfred Hospital on November 5,  1973.

ADMINISTRATION PROMOTIONS
Council approved the promotion of three members of the

Central Administration staff:
Mr  A.  Cook  (Finance)  from  Administrative  Officer  I  to

Administrative Officer 3; Mr M.H. Olive (Finance) from A02
to A04; and Mr J.A.  Dwyer (StafD from AO8 to AO9.

NEW PUBLICATIONS OFFICER
Mr   Charles   Lucas,   a   former   senior   executive   of   the

international publishing firm Prentice-Hall,  has taken up his
appointment   as   the   University's   Publications   Officer.   He
succeeds  Mrs  Lee White,  who  resigned  earlier in the  year to
work privately.

An Arts  graduate  of the University of Sydney,  Mr  Lucas
worked  for  many  years  with  the  American  based  Prentice-
Hall,  and  in   1982  was  appointed  Assistant  Vice-President,
Prentice-Hall   International.   More  recently  he  has  been   a
partner in a company producing computer-related books and
software.

RESEARCH GRANTS
Poultry Research

The  Poultry  Research  Advisory  Committee  (PRAC)  is  inviting
applications for support of research into aspects of the poultry (egg)
industry. It offers grants for continuing projects, new projects and for
travel.

Applications close with Mr R. H. Harle, Acting Assistant Registrar,
on Friday,  December 7,  1984.

***

Wool Research
The Australian  Wool Corporation is inviting applications  for the

1985/86  Series  of  Wool  Research  Trust  Fund  Grants  for  research
projects  associated  with  wool  production,  harvesting,  distribution,
textile and economic research,  development and extension.

Applications close with Mr R. H. Harle on Thursday, December 20,
1984.

***

Further information and application forms for both sets of grants
may be obtained from Mrs Linda Sefton (ext.  3073).

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available,  not previously listed in Sound:

ARTS
Japanese-Cont.    and    3    yr    Fixed    Term    Lecturers;    Social
Work-Lecturer

ECONOMICS & POLITICS
Accounting & Finance-Cont.  Senior Lecturer;  3  yr Fixed Term
Lecturer

LAW
Research Assistant

SCIENCE
Physics-Senior Technical Officer A

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First Floor,  University Offices Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension 4047,  clerical positions  to 4038,  and technical positions to
4055.

All applications must carry a job reference number obtainable from
Staff Branch.

Authorised by K.W. Bennetts, Information Officer


